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Abstract. In this work, Classical Scaling (CMDS) method was used to develop a set of 
membrane profile performance for various types of UV-grafted polyethersulfone (PES) 

membrane. Previously, there is no such profiling has been considered. The main motivation of 

the profiling is to determine what is the most preference impact factor which significantly 

influence the membrane strength during application. Initially, nine (9) different samples of 

modified PES membranes were prepared mainly by adopting numerous characterization 

parameters of acrylic acid monomer concentration and grafting time. Three (3) performance 

indicators namely water permeability (A), solute permeability (B) and structural parameter (S) 

were used as representing the foundation of membrane performance profile. In particular, the 

Euclidean and City-block scales were utilized to build up the multivariate profile based on two 

dimension configurations. The key finding suggests that the modified membranes were easily 

clustered based on its grafting mechanism. From the general observation on the compressed 
CMDS dimensional space, samples that fall above the x-axis in Euclidean scale configuration 

and those scattered samples in the City-block scale have relatively larger pores. Thus, the CMDS 

profiling tends to favor the pore size as the dominant impact factor in characterizing the 

membrane performance based on the three specified parameters that investigated. 

1. Introduction 

A membrane is a semi-permeable barrier that shows different selectivity between species. Membrane 
separation process is a process utilized as a part of separation between different phases coexists in one 

system. The main target in this process is to selectively allow a species to permeate through the 

membrane freely while preventing the permeation of other components. However, some limitations such 

as membrane fouling, scaling, and concentration polarization have make the process of choosing and 
cleaning of membrane to take longer time and somewhat need to spend some cost for regular 

maintenance.  

An approach to make an initial guess on the membrane to be chosen for future works is proposed 
which is by creating a membrane profile. Based on the literature survey made, the membrane profiling 

is only limited to the plasma membrane which have been studied by Peirce et al. [1], Weekes et al. [2], 
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and Hsu et al. [3]. However, no attempt to generate a membrane profiling for forward osmosis membrane 

has been done. In the current work, the multidimensional scaling (MDS) method is used to create 

membrane profiling on pore size effect prediction of the polyethersulfone (PES) membrane. 
Profiling has become a way of seeing an outline of something in a clear, simple, and more precise 

way. It is in general defined as a depiction of something that gives us a picture of the overall system of 

it. A profile can be treated as an initial guess of generic trending on the respective subject that 
investigated. In the field of membrane technology, however, limited studies of profiling performance 

are observed.  

In this study, a membrane profile that derived from the intrinsic properties of the NF-PES membrane 

is proposed. This profile is mainly developed by means of multivariate scores as it involves the 
investigation of various samples based on multiple sets of contributory factors. In this respect, Classical 

Scaling (CMDS) is one of the multivariate techniques that typically utilized to extract the essence of 

pattern based on a specific data set [4]. It is usually employed for envisioning the level of similarity or 
dissimilarity among individual cases, which display the latent information in the form of distance 

configuration matrix. Thus, the main goal of this study is to create a membrane profiling for pore size 

effect prediction of the FO membrane based on their intrinsic properties namely water permeability 

coefficient (A), solute permeability coefficient (B), and structural parameter (S). 

2. Profiling Frameworks based on Classical Scaling Approach 

The general procedures of developing the multivariate scores of Classical Scaling (CMDS) in this work 

was adopted from Mohd Yunus [5]. Firstly, the squared dissimilarity matrix, Δ2 is determined based on 
X nxm, (where n: samples, m: variables) using a particular distance measure (scale) through the 

application of major product moment of matrix operation. In principle, the size of matrix Δ2 is directly 

determined by the magnitude of samples, ‘n’ as shown in the equation (1).  
 

    𝚫𝑛×𝑛=𝚫𝟐=
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In this study, the basis scale of developing the multivariate score configurations CMDS are Euclidean 

and City-block distances as shown in equations (2) and (3). 

 Euclidean distance: 2

1

2})({ −=
a jaiaij xx            (2) 

             City-block distance:  −=
a jaiaij xx ||              (3)

         

where ij  is the dissimilarity measure between objects i and j, x represents the original Cartesian 

coordinate of those objects (samples), and a is the number of axes in the original space.  The motive of 
applying two types of different scales is for profiling verification. Next the double-centered matrix, BΔ, 

is computed on Δ2 as in equation (4).  

B∆=
2

1
− Jn∆2 Jn    where    Jn=(In-1n1n’/n) `           (4)  

where In is an identity matrix of size n×n, while 1n is a vector of size ‘n’ with all elements equal to 1. 

Additional remarks on Jn are provided in Mohd Yunus [5]. 
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BΔ is then decomposed into Eigen basic structure through the employment of singular value 

decomposition (SVD) technique particularly in producing eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Δ2 that 
depicted by equation (5). Lastly, the multivariate scores based on Cartesian coordinates, XE, is developed 

based on equation (6). 

B= UVU
T                                                                                                                          

(5) 
 

where U and V are the Eigen vectors and Eigen values respectively.  

XE=U+V+
0.5

                                                                          (6) 

where V+
0.5 is a diagonal matrix with all positive elements of v0.5 and U+ is the corresponding sets of 

eigenvectors.  
 

3. Case Study: FO Using NF-PES Membrane  

In the experiment, the nanofiltration polyether sulfone (NFPES) membrane was purchased from Amfor 
Inc (China). The membrane was modified using two parameters, namely acrylic acid (AA) monomer 

concentration and UV grafting time. For the profiling purpose, the data used were water permeability 

(A), solute permeability (B) and structural parameter for membrane (S). The membrane S-value is a 
measure of the resistance of the membrane’s support layer towards solute diffusion. These all data of A, 

B, and S were taken from Rahman [6]. Sets of data obtained are shown in table 1. These data are then 

inserted into the workspace section in MATLAB. Euclidean distance was employed to measure the 
dissimilarity between all samples. 

 
Table 1. Data used in membrane profiling [6]. 

Membrane 

type 

Sample 

number 

A B S 

(L/ m2.h.bar) (m/h) (mm) 

Unmodified 

NF-PES 
1 9 0.01540 28.02 

5AA-1 2 7.37 0.02930 8.11 

15AA-1 3 10.67 0.02326 12.54 

30AA-1 4 6.91 0.01915 8.2 

50AA-1 5 7.91 0.07898 8.1 

5AA-5 6 6.84 0.02808 7.87 

15AA-5 7 8.39 0.02462 8.26 

30AA-5 8 7.39 0.11725 5.89 

50AA-5 9 7.89 0.02516 12.51 

*5AA-1 represents (concentration in g/L)AA-(time for UV grafting in minute) 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

In this work, all data were first converted to a dissimilarity matrix according to the procedure mention 

in section 3. Figure 1 shows the dissimilarity matrix generated by MATLAB. The points are then being 

mapped down in two-dimensional space such that the ‘straight line’ (Euclidean) distances as shown in 
figure 2. It is observed that S8 has the largest distance from S1 (4.6173) in relative to the other samples. 

The reproduction of scores for figure 1 is illustrated in figure 3 in which location of S8 is seen diverts 

far away from S1 in contrast to other samples. The dissimilarities are basically due to the modifications 
made on the membranes. 
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Figure 1. Dissimilarity matrix gained from MATLAB for Euclidean Distance. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Membrane Profile using Euclidean Distance. 
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Figure 3. MDS Scores for Forward Osmosis Membranes Profile using City Block Distance. 

 

The x-axis in figures 2 and 3 represents dimension 1, and y-axis represents dimension 2. From figure 2, 

it is observed that there are two division exist. The first one is those that falls below the x-axis which 
composed of samples 2, 4, 6, 7, and 9, and the second one is those that falls above the x-axis which 

composed of samples 1, 3, 5, and 8. As from figure 3 (City-block distance), there is a group cluster exists 

and four singletons namely sample 1, 3, 5, and 8. Comparing both figures, it is observed that the circled 

samples in figure 3 represents the samples that are located below the x-axis in Euclidean distance. 
Through result analysis for both distance measured, the overall trend suggests that the performance of 

City-block can be considered comparable to the Euclidean scale.  

 As for justifying the results shown in figures 2 and 3, for the sample 1 (unmodified membrane), Abu 
Seman et al. [7] found that the unmodified membrane exhibited higher flux compared to the modified 

membrane as the unmodified membrane has a relatively larger pores than modified membrane. The 

other samples in the same group are sample 5 (50AA-1min) and sample 8 (30AA-5min). According to 
Rahman [6], a detrimental effect was recorded for both sample in which it both membrane performances 

got affected. This membrane performance reduction is due to the increase of pore size as the PES 

membrane is dependent on the pH value [8]. Pore enlargement occurs as the pH decrease. Sample 6 

(5AA-5min) has the lowest monomer concentration tested with highest UV-grafting time.  
 According to Rahman [6], during the immersion process when the monomer concentration is low, 

some molecules would penetrate the membrane and then undergo polymerization process. These 

molecules will lead to the reduction of membrane pores as it grafted in both membrane surface and deep 
within the pores. More compact membrane matrix could be developed which maximized the amount of 

effective grafting and its penetration inside the pores [7]. As the effective grafting time increased, the 

pore size will be reduced, and lead to the reduction of water permeability. Sample 4 (30AA-1min) 

somehow turned out the same even though the monomer concentration is huge different. Although 
grafted at high concentration of monomer, the effective grafting exceeds the chain scission. This is due 

to the low grafting time. It can be concluded that, as the effective grafting exceeds, the pore could 

probably reduce due to the more compact membrane was developed. This can be correlate with sample 
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6. For sample 3 (15AA-1min), according to Rahman [6], the water flux for the sample increased after 

UV-grafting which is caused by the pore enlargement mechanism. The membrane faced a severe pore 

enlargement due to the extensive chain scission [9]. 
 As what has been observed and studied, the pore size effect has seemed to suit the profile so well. 

The pore size could either have enlarged or reduced depending on which quarter inside the profile the 

sample falls into, and by interpreting those data in terms of multidimensional scaling, a clearer info 
regarding the data could be revealed in a much simpler way. Recall back figures 2 and 3. The samples 

that falls above the x-axis (1, 3, 5, 8) in figure 2 shows that they all experience pore enlargement by 

some factors during the process. In comparing to figure 3, those scattered sample (1, 3, 5, 8) are also the 
group that occur pore enlargement. 

5. Conclusions & Recommendations 

A profiling on a set of data has been applied using MDS method. Three parameters have been considered 
in creating the profile namely water permeability, solute permeability, and structural parameter. 

Euclidean distance was used as the base of calculation. From the result, it can be concluded that, those 

samples that fall above the x-axis in Euclidean scale and those scattered samples in City-block scale 

have relatively larger pores than those below the x-axis. This happened due to some the effect of grafting 
time and monomer concentration. It is shows that certain limitations are seen to make an important factor 

to be considered when making a membrane profile.  

Those factors include the sensitivity analysis and the distinctive properties of the membrane. For 
future works, it is suggested that those factors are being considered for a better accuracy of the result. 

Another method that is widely used as a multivariate tool is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). 

With insignificant extra exertion PCA gives a guide to how to decrease a complex informational index 
to a lower dimension to uncover the occasionally covered up, improved progression that regularly 

underlie it [10].  
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